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United States of America, February 11, 2010 – Lovetropolis.com today 
announced a new addition to its pool of dating and relationship advisors that 
will bring one of the world's leading authorities in online dating to its team of 
experts. Under the terms of the cooperation, Julie Spira will be contributing 
to Lovetropolis.com's featured expert series. 

Julie Spira, known as The Cyber Dating Expert, is a popular online dating 
observer and commentator. She is also the bestselling author of The Perils of 
Cyber-Dating: Confessions of a Hopeful Romantic Looking for Love Online . 
Julie is known for entertaining and insightful guidance for plotting a course to 
find love online. Her keen perspective helps men and women establish some 
basic rules to safely and successfully find someone using online dating. 

Julie Spira's signature advice will be available to Lovetropolis.com members 
in featured and archived articles on her expert page. Lovetropolis.com users 
around the world will be able to access Julie's advice for tips on creating an 
irresistible online dating profile, improving their online dating experience and 
attracting quality dates online. Members will also be able to preview and 
purchase Julie's popular book and dating products like private coaching and 
Irresistible Profiles to make the most of their online dating experiences. 

Michael Lombard, CEO of Lovetropolis.com, said, “We are so thrilled to be 
able to collaborate with Julie Spira. She is a well-respected pioneer in the 
online dating arena, so her expertise will support our mission of placing 
Lovetropolis.com members in lasting, romantic relationships.” 



Julie Spira understands the secrets of attracting the person of your dreams, 
creating an irresistible online dating profile and getting more quality dates. 
With her help and coaching, Lovetropolis.com members will be the best-
prepared daters online. 

Regarding her collaboration with Lovetropolis.com, Julie said, “It's an honor 
to be asked to contribute dating advice on Lovetropolis.com on their one-
year anniversary.” She continued, “Lovetropolis brings a new dimension to 
online dating by providing the latest technologies that will surely put fire in 
your love life .”  
 
For more information, visit www.Lovetropolis.com, email Shandale Tucker, 
Executive Vice President of Operations, at s.tucker@lovetropolis.com, or call 
The Lombard Company, Inc. at 800-760-6011. 

About Lovetropolis.com  
Lovetropolis.com, love's premier hot spot, is a new internet dating site 
designed to make certain that members enjoy a VIP experience in a dynamic, 
well-appointed environment. Lovetropolis.com caters to singles who are 
savvy and embrace the idea that everyone deserves to find love. 

Lovetropolis.com is one of the major online dating services, according to 
Online Dating Magazine and is “The Next Great Dating Service” according to 
ALoveLinksPlus. Lovetropolis.com modernizes the online dating experience by 
providing a fusion of exceptional features that assist members in making a 
lasting match. Lovetropolis.com already has members from 23 countries 
worldwide. 

The energy and atmosphere of Lovetropolis.com is vibrant and unrivaled, 
setting an ideal mood for matchmaking and social connectivity.  Singles 
visiting www.lovetropolis.com will enjoy their leisure social time, affordably 
fulfill their recreational and romantic needs, and appreciate the indulgent 
customer service afforded them each time they log in. 
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